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Service pack releases to 4.9 POS
Due to demands in projects and in the market, we have released five minor

versions adding to the 4.9 main release:

- V4.9.1: Support for multiple SKUs on products, contact details added to

order, fix to reserved tickets calculation, serial number should not be

entered before preorders are sent, SumUp SDK updated to fix a crash on

iOS 17.1, increased timeout for Nets Cloud terminals, adding two days to

delivery date in NAV integration

- V4.9.2: Logs added to identify receipt rendering problem

- V4.9.3: Receipt rendering issue causing receipts to not be printed and

eventually POS crashing has been fixed

- V4.9.4: Sending product ids to Svea instead of SKU during payment

- V4.9.5: Shared bills double up when user presses the resume buttons more

than once, in response to slow loadings
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These are the major changes in Extenda GO POS version 4.10

This version covers work done in sprints 76,77 and 78.



New features
- Seiko SLP has now been implemented as a receipt printer, allowing

printing on sticky paper

- Bundle product model has been changed so that the individual products

are sold with their VAT rates, given a discount to match the bundle

price

- We now only print sequence number on receipts when preparable items are

sold

- Fiskaly ES has been implemented for Spanish fiscal law TicketBAI

- The new customer prices feature is now supported in POS. You can define

specific prices for either a single customer or for a customer group.

Customer prices need to be imported from a spreadsheet or through the

API. Support for customer prices is controlled by a parameter

- From the customer information page, you can now see a summary and list

of their purchases. From the list, you can do returns, reprint or resend

receipts.

- Referenced refunds with Adyen terminals are now supported

- Several updates for Portugal fiscal law

- Star printer SDK is updated to latest version

- Epson PSDK implementation lifted to latest version

- For bundle products, we now show shelf location for each bundled product

on the product information page

- Hide from web attribute on products is now imported in product import

- Improvements to iPhone POS

- POS now search automatically for customers online without the need to

press the button “Search online”

- Cashier can now be added to order lines for items received through

PosConnector javascript (the globe button)

New parameters
- Shared.Setting.CustomerPrices.Enabled, default value true

- Shared.Setting.Integrations.FiskalyES.Enabled, default value false

- Shared.Setting.Product.MultipleSku.Enabled, default value false

- Backoffice.Setting.SendEmailForItemsSoldOnCommision.Enabled, default

value true (released in a hotfix)



- GoCtrl.Product.ShowCostPrice.Enabled, default value true

- GoCtrl.Product.ShowProductImages.Enabled, default value true

Bugs fixed
Numerous fixes and improvements have been made.

- It is no longer possible to create new customers in self checkout mode

- Seiko customer display skipped a digit when showing prices in CHF

- With customer required enabled, the selected customer disappeared when

going back from payment

- Label printing layout has been fixed for iPOS

- CVR was not printed on receipt

- When you create a product in POS, age restriction was set to 0 years

- Vipps Login for customer and supplier lookup is finally working as it

should

Known issues
The following problem areas are known in this release, and have not been

possible to resolve due to challenges in test accounts and environments.

- ID24 customer display is not operation on the ID24 server side

- Vivawallet integration has reported issues during payment that have not

been resolved due to login problems to Vivawallet account

- Trust test terminal reports “Terminal is not active”, so payments have

not been possible to make in the testing periode

Complete issue list
Many of the issues registered as bugs are findings in functional testing and

regression testing, so called QA bugs. Few of the bugs have actually been

detected in production.










